Submit Documents

The IHRDC accepts documents and multimedia materials relating to human rights in Iran from donors around the world. The IHRDC has a secure storage facility to accommodate more sensitive documents.

The Center takes full responsibility for authenticating all documents archived in the Aadel Collection. We do not archive documents that we cannot authenticate.

Support Us

We need your support to promote a culture of human rights in Iran.

You can help right now by making a donation electronically through our website. Visit www.iranhrdc.org and click on “Contribute Now” to make your donation. You can also send a personal check made out to “IHRDC” to:

IHRDC
129 Church Street, Suite 304
New Haven, CT 06510
USA

Contact Us

If you have any questions about the work of the IHRDC, submitting documents or making a donation, please contact us at:

Tel: (203) 772 2218
Fax: (203) 772 1782
E-mail: Info@IranHRDC.org
Url: www.iranhrdc.org
Who Are We?

Human rights campaigners inside Iran are starved of information. They have called for accurate reporting of past crimes, in-depth analysis of current abuses and material about universal human rights standards. The IHRDC is a non-partisan and non-denominational organization created by independent scholars to meet this need.

Mission

• To investigate, document and report human rights abuses in Iran;

• To raise international awareness of human rights violations in Iran and campaign to end these abuses;

• To raise awareness of human rights violations and international human rights standards inside Iran;

• To establish an online archive of human rights documents that can support the work of researchers and civil society groups inside Iran.

IHRDC programs are designed to provide Iranians with the materials they need to promote accountability, transparency and create a culture of human rights in Iran.

Aadel Collection

Aadel is the Persian word for just. The Aadel Collection is a growing depository of documents recovered by the IHRDC that relate to human rights issues in Iran. This archive, dedicated to the victims of human rights abuse, promotes accountability by facilitating research on human rights violations in Iran.

The IHRDC is a registered 501(c)(3) non-profit organization which depends on grants and public contributions to fund its programs.

All IHRDC reports provide objective analysis to international judicial standards. Every report is distributed in both English and Persian.

Selected materials from the Aadel Collection can be accessed through the Center’s online database at www.IranHRDC.org.